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Cottingham Lights

Cottingham Lights Switched Off!

COTTINGHAM LIGHTS 2014A letter from the Cottingham Christmas Lights Committee.

Could we please, through Cottingham times, set the record straight regarding the unfortunate decision to cancel the
annual switch on night of the Cottingham Lights.
Firstly, and most importantly, Cottingham lights will continue to shine throughout the festive season for the foreseeable
future.

Firstly, a brief background into the lights, the traders and volunteers.

The lights were started in 1981 by three prominent local businessmen, who over a pint or two, decided that the village
needed brightening up at Christmas. They enlisted the help of more traders, raised money and put the lights up off
ladders each year. The traders back then couldnâ€™t do enough, the vision and commitment of these three men is what
remains today. The volunteers now are largely made up of people from the village who have no connection to the shops,
and therefore actually have no reason to help or actually benefit from the lights, other than pride in the village in which
they live. There are, in fact only two shop owners and one business owner who help put them up for the benefit of
thousands.Â Please note, we cannot stress enough that it is solely volunteers responsible for the erecting of the lights, as
many people think it is the council who organise the lights.

The reason behind the cancellation falls down to two things, Health and Safety issues and trader support.

In respect of the Health and Safety issues, we, the committee, have a huge responsibility ensuring the safety of all the
visiting people. Last year a conservative estimate is that between 5000 & 6000 people were present at the time of the
switch on. This is a huge amount of people for just basically 14 volunteers and 30 other additional helpers manning the
barriers, to ensure the safety of. In order to more effectively ensure the safety of all those at the switch on, the police
have requested we monitor the CCTV on the evening, have all marshals under radio contact, set up a control room,
operate a one way systems and many other requirements akin to a large scale premiership football match. Unfortunately,
this is all at a cost at which we can ill afford.

Â Now, moving on to trader support, where do we start? In the village, as you may well know, there is a wide range of
independently owned and nationally owned shops. Many of which benefit not only from the switch on night directly, their
tills jingling more than the bells, but also with the lead up to Christmas through the increased footfall in the village, people
meandering through the village early evening, maybe enjoying a take away, or a quick drink from one of the many pubs
or coffee shops. But how many of the shops have actually contributed the Â£50 donation we request each year (an
amount unchanged since 1981!)? Unfortunately,not enough of them. Last year we spent in excess of Â£5500 on
refurbishments, new features, the hiring of necessary machinery to erect the lights and the switch on night itself. Yes, we
do get a grant from the parish council, and money from other fundraising, but each year we are struggling to meet
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outgoing costs.

People have suggested more fund raising, but we have tried. We have tried quiz nights, race nights, golf tournaments,
raffles, selling limited edition items, involving local schools with competition, all events are clearly advertised in the
village.Â These events are either poorly attended or have to be cancelled due to lack of interest. Yet again it falls down to
the same volunteers to organise and the same establishments who donate prizes etc.

Please be certain, it is a decision we have not taken lightly.
To the business who have supported us over the years we thank you for you support.

The Cottingham Lights Committee.
Â
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